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Introduction

This e-book is for students of architecture and civil engineering who need to use English

for study and work purposes and need to present their design projects in front of an

international audience.

It contains:

• a set of teaching/learning activities aimed at developing the language and commu-

nication skills necessary to write a design project report and to present it orally;

• language and communication tasks specific to the field of architecture and civil

engineering;

• a complementary badge stating the kinds of competences acquired (specialised

language, project report writing, and oral presentation skills)

The activities are designed to help students develop genremastery and academic literacy

in some of the genres most typical of the architecture and construction professions, the

design project report and the oral presentation of the design project ([1], [2]). Some

focus on genre-based writing, others on spoken communication. They can be used in

the classroom and mediated by teachers, or, as self-study practice by students.

They are the results of a 3-year Erasmus+ partnership and project aimed at develop-

ing innovative language teaching/learningmaterials for students of engineering in engi-

neering schools and departments around Europe (see https://www.thebadgeproject.
eu).

The activities also stem from collaboration with teachers in the Global Engineers Lan-

guage Skills, GELSNetwork (see https://www.clic.eng.cam.ac.uk/news/GELS). Like
all other output from the BADGE project, IO5 materials are made available through the

BADGEwebsite, which is the Open Educational Resources (OER) online repository cho-

sen by the partnership, under the Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license.

The IO5 material also contains excerpts of student-produced videocasts and architec-

tural walkthroughs that can be used as a model for more students’ videocasts on archi-

tecture. The videocasts were produced at Pavia University by Pavia students with the

help of their teacher and BADGE responsible partner. In several occasions, the Pavia

teacher invited guest teachers both from BADGE partner universities and GELS Net-

work (e.g. Brno University of Technology) to give students an international audience

to whom they could present their design projects, get feedback on appropriateness and

efficacy of presentation skills, language accuracy and clarity of architecture terminology

in English. The projects presentations sessions took place:

• online, with both teachers and students connected via a videoconferencing tool
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• in the hybrid mode, with the guest teacher participating remotely via videoconfer-

encing and students in the classroom with the Pavia teacher

• on site, with all the teachers and the students in the classroom

Following these sessions, the students were given a chance to revise their presentations

and present their projects anew, after incorporating the feedback obtained.

The final product therefore is:

• a collection of language resources related to architecture and place, collaboratively

developed by students and teachers, and incorporating screenshots and/or record-

ings of oral presentations of the students’ own architectural projects;

• short virtual tours of a building of the students’ own choice (architectural walk-

throughs);

• students’ narratives of completed buildings and urban environments.

The activities are designed to help students develop genre mastery and academic liter-

acy: some focus on genre-basedwriting (the project report), others on spoken communi-

cation. Some activities are aimed at the integration of the verbal and visualmodes, given

themultimodal nature of these engineering specialisations, heavily relying on drawings,

images and 3D renderings.

The whole material builds on the students’ experience of the design process and famil-

iarity with the design project. It has tasks to organise the project into a written report

first, then to present it orally.

This IO complements the other IOs of this partnership because it addresses some of

the specific educational challenges that are faced by architectural and civil engineers,

while at the same time relating to the IO aimed at developing e-communication skills

(IO3) and the GELS Framework therein proposed (https://www.clic.eng.cam.ac.
uk/files/gels_framework_june_2022.pdf). Therefore, the activities can be used in

combination with some of the activities and teaching material in IO3 and related to the

level descriptors of the Framework for writing and speaking abilities.

The types of tasks in IO5 are expected to have a multiple impact on the students’ skills,

harnessing several abilities at once: they have an impact on the students’ ability to draw

on both written and spoken language competences and adjust their compositional skills

to a variety of professional genres unique to the architecture and construction profes-

sions. They further the acquisition of specialised knowledge in the field of architecture,

motivate professionalism in the use of the IT tool chosen (like software for 3D rendering)

and enhance the ability choose the mediummost appropriate to audience and message,

the result thus being a thick, layered output. Thanks to the students’ direct involvement

in the whole process leading to the realisation of the IO, students can improve their oral
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presentation skills while simultaneously increasing their understanding and acquisition

of professional knowledge.

The ultimate learning objectives of the videocasts and architectural walkthroughs and

of the whole process are to enhance the students’ overall confidence in their commu-

nication skills and empower them to find their own “voice” when describing a work of

architecture, thus advancing their observational and descriptive skills of both formal

and functional characteristics of a building.

The IO is complemented by a badge stating the kinds of competences acquired (spe-

cialised language, report writing, and oral presentation skills). The badge is awarded

on completion of the IO. Attainment of an IO5 badge also attests to the achievement of

transferable skills as the honed communication skills can be reused in workplace situa-

tions requiring the ability to master oral and written language and integration with the

visual mode. Finally, it attests work across national borders and therefore achievement

of intercultural competence, which is a good preparation for international teamwork

typical of the design and construction industry.
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1 Activity 1
Describing the design brief

This activity is aimed at teaching students how to describe the design brief of their

projects by breaking it down into steps.

When describing the design brief, you should try and cover the following key elements:

function, concept, constraints, precedents, features.

To address each of the points above it is useful to phrase them as questions that you can

start answering with keywords and short sentences:

• What is the design for? In other words, What is the building’s intended use, its

main function?

The keywords can be a public building vs. a private residence and you can be more

specific about the intended use, e.g. a school, a canteen, a theatre, a recreation park, a

social housing project, etc.

You can then ask:

• What is the scale and kind of the design project?

Here you need to specify the nature of the project, as, e.g., building renovation, restora-

tion, masterplan design, redevelopment

The next question concerns the limitations on the project:

• What are the constraints, limitations on the design, including budget?

Here the constraints and limitations are verymuch dependent on the type of project and

building regulations. You need to choose those that apply to your design. Budget, i.e.

the cost limits that must not be exceeded for the design to be cost-effective, is usually

defined by the client and should also be mentioned as part of the brief.

The next step consists in answering the following question:

• What are the precedents, or the existing models that helped you find your design

solution?

To answer this question about themodels that youmight have drawn from to solve some

design issues, you should also ask:
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• What is unique aboutmy project compared to the existingmodels? How doesmy

design compare to the existing ones?

These two questions are very important as they help you acknowledge the sources of

inspiration that gave you some design ideas.

You then need to describe the specific features that the design must have and answer

the question:

• What are the main features of your project?

Finally, you can zoom in on the details and bemore specific aboutmaterials and finishes.

You should ask yourselves:

• What are thematerials you chose andwhy? Howdo they contribute to the design

concept?

As visible in the wording of the last two questions about design features and materials,

the more specific information about the design solution points to the design concept.

The design concept is explained in activity 2.

However, before moving on to the next set of tasks aimed at putting together a design

concept, it is useful first to check that you have enough information under each point.

You can therefore use the answers to your questions as a checklist that you have ad-

dressed some or all of the key elements of function, concept, constraints, precedents,

features.

The checklist is in figure 1.

Function: what for? �X
Constraints: which limits? �X
Precedents: how similar/unique? �X
Features: what like? �X

Figure 1: Design brief checklist

If some of the points are still empty, fill them out with missing information, or make a

note why you do not need to cover them. If you have checked all of the points you can

move on to activity 2.
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2 Activity 2
Describing the design concept

The concept is developed in response to the client brief. If you have enough information

from activity 1, you can start writing short simple sentences containing the keywords

and develop the sentences into a full paragraph.

An example is givenhere of the design conceptwritten by a student. Before looking at the

feedback that was given by the course teacher, use some colour-coding to highlight the

sections of the description that correspond to function, concept, constraints, precedents

and features. Once you have done the coding, here are a couple further points for you

to check:

• Are all the points tackled by the description?

• If something is missing, what could be improved?

• Underline the things that do not work and try to make a note explaining why they

do not work.

SOCIAL HOUSING BUILDING PROJECT The public administration wished for the

requalification of a residential area near Greco Pirelli’s “scalo” to obtain different di-

mension apartments. Starting from the concept of the typical Italian square, two-lined

buildings frame two different internal plazas creating a strong sense of enclosure to

detract from the nearby railways. Each “villetta” with its own garden, is added to the

main site. The green plaza is adorned with walkways that lead the resident to a luxu-

rious vegetable garden. Themulti-colored plaza, covered in tiles, houses local markets

and different cafeterias. The residential buildings offer different square-meters flats

with big sliding glass walls onto a flanking outdoor balcony that overlooks the square.

This social housing solution can provide a modern conception of the residential area

that can be adapted to each type of background.

Now look at the version edited by the course teacher in figure 2 and to the suggestions

made.

• Do you agree with them? Would you make other suggestions?

• Make a list of the common suggestions and of the differing ones.

After discussing the feedback with the student, she was asked to revise and rewrite the

text, and here is what the final description looks like. Read through it and say where

you think it has improved. Identify the areas that still need improving relative to the

checklist in figure 1.
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Figure 2: Feedback on the student’s first draft of the design concept

SOCIAL HOUSING PROJECT

The public administration wished for the redevelopment of a residential area near

Greco Pirelli’s railway station to obtain apartments of different sizes. Starting from

the concept of the typical Italian square, two rows of buildings frame two different in-

ternal plazas creating a strong sense of enclosure to isolate occupants from the nearby

railways. A further social housing block, a single-family attached unit, each house

with its own garden, is added to the main site. The green plaza is adorned with walk-

ways that lead the residents to a luxurious vegetable garden. The plaza, covered in

multi-colored tiles, houses local markets and cafeterias. The residential buildings of-

fer flats of varying size with big sliding glass walls opening onto an outdoor balcony

that overlooks the square. This social housing solution can provide a modern concept

of the residential area that can be adapted to each type of context.
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3 Activity 3
Presentingyourdesignbrief and
concept

This activity consists in putting together a PPT presentation on the design brief and

design concept and combines writing skills and speaking skills.

Start drafting your PPT drawing from the information you have in activity 1. Once you

have a first draft, you can use the bulleted list with tips to follow when editing the pre-

sentation:

• Find the right balance between amount of verbal text and the visuals.

• Make sure you add captions to figures. Do not leave floating figures.

• Make sure background colour makes the text intelligible and all fonts and font

size chosen are clearly readable.

• Donot exceedwith formatting. Toomuch formatting invites toomuchprocessing

effort and

• Make sure you rehearse the oral presentation of your project so that it does not

exceed 6-7 minutes.

Fig. 3 contains the slide on the precedents that the same student prepared to discuss

the models that informed her design choices.

• In terms of slide composition, what do you notice?

The slide shows a nice balance between verbal and visual input. However, from the

point of view of formatting, the underscores are redundant. They do not help to add

emphasis and could be eliminated. From the point of view of the written language used,

the main problem with the slide is that the parallelism of the bulleted points is missing:

the nouns (sense of movement, materials on the list are interrupted by a verb (recover).

To be more efficacious, lists should maintain parallelism.

Another example of a slide about the precedents that inspired some aspects of the design

can be seen in fig. 4.

In this slide the student made a different choice: she placed more verbal text, but or-

ganised the information in a way that the main reasons for choosing those models are

clearly signalled by the bold and the bulleted list (see Elements used). Notice also that

the font size of the slide title is more readable than in fig. 3.
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Figure 3: An example from the student’s first draft of the precedents

Figure 4: An example from another student’s slide after receiving feedback.
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4 Activity 4
Giving a successful oral
presentation

The tips in activity 3 aremeant to help youwith the written version of your presentation.

Here are some further tips to help you give a successful oral presentation.

Especially if your audience is an international audience, you have to check clarity of

expression and pace of delivery. If you are presenting to a mixed audience of special-

ists and lay-people, then you have to make sure to combine accuracy and precision of

expression with simplicity and everyday language associated with the spoken medium

and lay-audience.

• Make sure you practice and time the oral presentation of your project so that it

does not exceed 6 minutes.

• If you cannot cover all the points in activity 1, then you need to make cuts.

• If it takes shorter than the time allotted, then you need to slow down your pace a

little.

• Check that your voice is audible.

• Talk to the audience.

• Check the key terms that define your design concept and make sure that they are

accurate.

• If you are using adjectives from everyday language to help describe your con-

cept, make sure you use the appropriate ones by checking architecture websites

and other specialised internet sources.

The first tips on this list are common to any successful oral presentation, while the last

two point to the importance of using accurate technical jargon and appropriate choice

of words and expressions when describing a place or building.

If you have managed to find the right pace and amount of content, you can now have a

go at it. Record your presentation and then save it for later for some thorough analysis.

Before analysing it though, youneed to do activity 5 that gives you tips onhow to improve

your presentation skills.
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5 Activity 5
Improvingyourdesignproject
presentation

This last activity is aimed at improving the quality of an oral presentation. First, you are

asked to watch and listen to the student presenting her design project of a multi-storey

building. Listen once andmake notes as you listen to it. Then, watch again and stop the

video to make more detailed suggestions. You can use the following questions to guide

the analysis:

• What features of writing and composition suggested in activity 3 do you think are

lacking?

• What features of oral delivery suggested in activity 4 are lacking?

• Do you think the presentation purpose is achieved?, i.e. presenting the design

brief of your project?

• Has she been exhaustive in covering all the points raised in activity 1?

• What advice would you give to improve the overall quality of the student’s pre-

sentation?

The link to the student’s presentation is available here: https://drive.google.com/
drive/u/0/folders/1ZOpvUJ7ZuPEXkRgfgXAsqQoYUZ-aMgtU

After completing the analysis, you can also check that the tips in activity 1, 2, 3 and 4

are followed. As further help, here is a list of the type of specialised language that the

student is using to describe her design brief and concept:

• drawing types and scales (e.g. preliminary / schematic drawings, construction

drawings, detail drawings)

• types of views (e.g. plans, sections, elevations)

• design process (e.g. collaborative development, stages, revisions, design and re-

design)

• descriptive language and ordering of nouns and adjectives for features of buildings

and construction details (e.g. reinforced concrete multi-storey building)

If we consider the oral language needed to improve the oral presentation skills, the list

includes:
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• Signposting language (After this… And that’s it…)

• Language for verbal-visual interaction (As shown below… at the bottom of this

slide… on the left there is…on the right there is…)

• Amount of text in the slide and use of captions (or, how to distribute content over

more slides to make each slide less cluttered)

• Language for slides management and multimodal text cohesion (or, how to move

on with the presentation avoiding back and forth movements)

• Pronunciation accuracy and intelligibility and L1 realisations that might jeopar-

dise understanding in an international context (e.g. constraints, hollow).

As a final activity, you can compare the items on the lists with your notes and comments

on the student’s presentation and draw a list of things that can be further improved.

The section on page 18 contains some resources that can be used for classroom activities

as a sort of lottery. Each student can be randomly assigned one of the questions in the

matrix or asked to pick one small sheet with the question written on it.

They are then asked to think about it for a couple of minutes relative to their design

projects, write down a few keywords and then answer it out loud to the rest of the class-

room, without reading the question.

The students in the audience can be asked to guess what the question was about, rate

the answer for clarity and effectiveness and give reasons for their rating.

Students take turns as speakers and the teacher can facilitate the discussion by asking

both the speaker and the audience more questions.

At the end of the activity, all students who participated can be assigned homework in-

volving the preparation of the PPT and longer presentation, covering all questions or

points raised in class.
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